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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that A = {z: IzI < 1 }, d= {;: 1.~1 < 11, and ad = {z: Iz/ = l}. 
Throughout this paper z,, zz ,..., z,, and VV,, M’~ ,,.,, M’,, each denote a set of 
distinct points on aA. We also use the notation zk = pizA and MI/, = @. 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Jf a,<~(~< ... <a,,<~[, +27z and 8, </.12< ... c/3,< 
fi, +2x, then there is a ,function f that is analytic and univalent in a and 
sutisfies 
I.f(~)l < 1 when IzI d 1 and:#z, (k= 1, 2,..., n) (1) 
und 
.f(=k) = Mik (k = 1, 2 ,..., n). (2) 
We also prove that Theorem 1 holds for a suitable po1ynomial.f. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We first obtain results which are less general than Theorem 1. We seek a 
function which is analytic in 2, but the peaking, interpolation, or 
univalence aspects of the question are resolved separately. 
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The following result was proved by L. Brickman, T. H. MacGregor, and 
D. R. Wilken in [ 1, see p. IOl]. 
THEOREM A. There is u jiinction j’ rha! is analytic in d, satisfies Rc 
J‘(z)>0 when I:\ 6 1 and z#z/, (k= 1,2 ,..., n), and Re ,j’(zk)=O 
(k = I, 2 ,...) n). 
The argument used in [ 1 ] to prove Theorem A constructs a polynomial 
1: We note that the conditions ReJ(c) > 0 and ReJ’(=) = 0 may be replaced 
by If(z)1 < 1 and If(i)\ d I by applying a suitable Mobius transformation. 
We need the following result obtained by D. G. Cantor and R. R. Phelps 
in [2]. 
THEOREM B. If 1%~; 1= 1 fi)r k = 1, 2 ,.._, n, then there is (I ,finitr Blctschke 
product B such that B(z,) =‘w; (k = I, 2,..., n). 
Remark. We emphasize that the numbers (~3; ), in Theorem B (and in 
the following proposition) are not necessarily distinct. 
PROPOSITION 1. Jf’ (IV;\ = 1 for k = 1, 2 ,..., n, then there is rr Junction .f 
t/tar is analyric in j, .sari.$es ( 1 ), andf(z, ) = M.; (k = I, 2 ,.... n). 
Proo/l Let R denote a function which satisfies Theorem A and let h = 
(g .- l)j(~ + 1). Let B, denote a function given by Theorem B so that 
B,[h(zk)] = I for k = I, 2 ,..., n. Then I= B, t h is analytic in d, I/(Z)] < I 
(1:) Q 1 ), and j/(c)] = 1 only if z = zL. for some k. If B, satisfies Theorem B 
(with the values r1.i.). then Bzl satisfies the required conditions for 
Proposition I. 
PROPOSITION 2. There is u fimction ./‘ that is analytic and unirulent in ;i, 
sutisfies ( 1 ), unr/.f(z, ) = ;k (k = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
ProoJ Let R denote a function satisfying Proposition I, where \v; = zI, 
(k = I. 2,..., n). and consider j’(z) = (1 -c) 2 + r:g(:) for positive c. Clearly ,/ 
is analytic in 3 and ./‘(;A) = zk By noting that -f‘(z) = z + c( ~(2) -- z), we see 
that f is univalent in d for sufliciently small C. Also I/‘(:)[ < I -. 1: + clg(;)] 
when 1~1 < I, and thus If‘(z)/ < I (121 < 1 ) unless z = zI for some k since this 
is true for Ill. 
3. PEAKING UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS 
We now give alternative arguments for obtaining univalent functions 
which peak at prescribed points on dA. The arguments arc not needed in 
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order to prove our main results, but provide additional techniques which 
are applicable to problems of this kind. 
We first present a constructive and elementary argument that there is a 
function that is analytic and univalent in ;I and satisfies (I ). We carry out 
the argument for the equivalent problem regarding the conditions Re 
j’(z) > 0 and Rc ,/( 2 ) = 0. 
If n = 1 then a translation and a rotation provides a solution; that is, 
f’(z) = P(; - z, ) for a suitable 4. Suppose that )I= 2. If zz = -z, and h = 
rri.!2;, , thcnj‘(:) = e - h is a solution. If z? # -:, , then the tangents to ?A at 
z, and r? intersect at some point z,). For a suitable (b, s(z) = c@(z - z,,) 
maps A into the open sector S= (s: largsl < $/2 ). where 0 < II/ < rt, and :, 
and z? arc the only points on ?A mapping onto C’S, Thus IV = .Y”‘~ gives a 
solution. 
More generally. if tr > 2 then the construction begins by choosing two 
points z;, z> from z,, zI ,..., z,, with the following property: the closed arc ; 
on ?A with end points z’, and -5 contains no other points from z,, I:,..., z,, 
and subtends an angle less than z at the origin. For suitable zo. 4, and $ 
the mapping I w II‘ given by 11’ = .P * and s = /(z -- I,,) is analytic and 
univalent in ‘3, and satisfies Ke ii(z) > 0 and Re \I(:) = 0 (1:) d I ) if and 
only if z = z’, or : = z>. Also the closed arc 7’ on iA that contains 
-1 . I,,...., z,, and has the end points z; and z> is mapped by :H 14’ to a con- 
vex curve. 
The last assertion is a consequence of the following more general fact. 
Let .X=X(I) (06 16 I) be a C” curve contained in a simply connected 
domain for which s(t) #O. .s’(t) # 0 and define the curve ft--+< by r(f) = 
[.s(r)]‘. We claim that if x > I, .X(I) has an increasing argument, and ~HS( I) 
has an increasing tangent, then /H i(r) also has an increasing tangent. This 
is a local property of the curves. We note that the direction of the tangent 
to .s( I) is given by arg .s’(l) = Im {log .s’(r)) and a simple computation 
shows that 
$ [arg c’(l)] = (2 l)-$[args(r)]+~[arg.s’(f)]~O. 
The convexity of the w!-image of ;“, in general, permits us to continue the 
argument. In the Lc-plane we select a suitable third point on this image, say, 
zy,, and consider the support line through ;; to the curve together with the 
imaginary axis. These lines give either a sector or a strip, and a mapping of 
this region by a translation and a power function or an exponential 
function sends the three points considered onto the imaginary axis. 
If n > 3 we proceed as described above taking cart of one point at a time 
to finally arrive at a functionj’having the required properties. 
A non-constructive argument also is possible depending on the Riemann 
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Mapping Theorem. Let D be a simply connected domain containing A so 
that ?D n c7A = (z,, s1 . . . . . z,, 1 and ?D is sufliciently smooth and analytic at 
each point zp. D can be prescribed quite specifically; for example, let (:D 
consist of arcs of circles through zk (and tangent to c’A) and line segments 
connecting these arcs. If z,,E(!D and z. # zk (k = I, 2,..., n), there is an 
analytic function J’ that maps D one-to-one onto (IV: Re n.>O} and 
,/‘(z(,) = ,x. By the Schwarz reflection principle .f can be analytically exten- 
ded at each zI,, and hencel‘extends to an analytic and univalent function in 
2. Moreover Re.f(z) 3 0 when 121 6 I and Re,f’(z) = 0 (1-1 6 I ) if and only if 
2 = zk for some k. 
This type of argument is applicable to other situations. k.or example, 
suppose that A is a proper closed subset of (:A. Then B = ?Aj.,A is a coun- 
table (or finite) union of open arcs I,, WC may enlarge A to a simply con- 
nected domain D so that ?D is the union of A and arcs C’,, of circles passing 
through the end points of I,,. If z. E C,, for some n and 1;,,1 > 1, then there is 
a function ./‘ that is analytic and univalent in D so that j’(D) = (II‘: 
Re MJ > 0) and .f‘(zo) = x;. This function is analytic in A, continuous and 
univalent in d, and Re.[(z) 2 0 (1~1 6 I ) with equality if and only if z E A. In 
addition j’is analytic in B (and at every “interior” point of A). 
4. LEMMAS 
We now prove three lemmas in preparation for the proof of Theorem I. 
LEMMA I. Let 3, 1 x2 . . . . . r,, he given liith x, < rz < . . < r,, < r , + 27r. 
There is a positive number d so that the fhllowing assertion hold.~. Ciirun I 
with 0 < r < I, then there corresponds (I positiw numhw I:,, so thut if’ 
12; -- r,l <c,, (k = I, 2 . . . . . n), then there is u jiurwtion ,f anul~~tic und univulmt 
in ;i tcith the jO#owin~ properties: 
(a) ./(e’“‘) = (>“A (k = I, 2 ,_.., n); 
(b) l.f‘(e’“)l < I $0 < II) - dkl <d and k = 1, 3,..., n; 
(c) if‘ D,, is the “cogwheel” domuin jbrmc~d hi, the union of’ (z: 
121 < r} und the truncated sectors { 2: I-1 < I, (arg 2 - cjkI <d} (k = I, 2,..., n) 
then if(;)1 < 1 when iE D,,,. 
Remark. It is important to note that d does not depend on r. 
Proc$ For [cl = I and i # I define 
p(;,()= 1 +(z- l)‘- 
i 
&(I +&)(r- l)$ 
li- 1) 
13) 
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The following properties of ~(2. i) can be chcckcd by simple computations: 
/)(I,<)= I: (4.1) 
r$;,r,=o; (4.2) 
p(c”‘. ;) = I - 30* + O( \(I,‘) (as H -+ 0); (4.3) 
p( <CJ’“, ; )=O(lf,l’) (as 0 + 0). (4.4) 
For X- = I. 2..... ir put 
(5) 
where z, = 0 (j = 1, 2 ,..., ,I). Suppose that R > I and let (5, = 2; - CY~. 
Mine polynomials Q and /‘by 
Q(z)=: i (Rc”‘“- I)/‘,(z) (6) 
h I 
and 
l(z) = (l;R)[: + Q(z)]. 
From (4.1) and (4.2) we see that 
(7) 
P,(-,)=O, if j#k, 
= I. if j=k. 
and thusj’(:,)= (l/R)[z, +zp(Re”‘& - I)] =;/iPh=~~‘“i (k= 1, 2,..., n). This 
is property (a). 
If ;P,(z)l<M (1~161; k= 1,2,....iz), then IQ(z)I<nMmax,.,,,, 
I Rc’“” - I I (1~1 d I ). Since the degree of Q is at most l2(n - 1) + 1, we con- 
cludc from the well-known inequality of Bernstein for the derivative of a 
polynomial that lQ’(z)]<[l2(n-l)+l]nM max,,,,,, IRe”i4-1] 
( ,:I 6 I ). We claim that if max, ~ k c,, I Re’“’ - I] is small enough, then J’ is 
starlike and univalent on some disk {I ]:I < R’) with R’> I. First note 
that (7) implies that 
zf“(z)= 1 + Q’(z) 
.!I=) , + Q(--1 
and Q(O) =O. Therefore the bounds on Q and Q’ imply that 
Re{$‘(z)lf(z)}>O for Izl<R’ with R’>l and .f’(O)#O, if max,,,,,, 
( RefJ4 - I! is sufficiently small. This implies our claim. 
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Since IReI’- 11’ = R’+l-2R cosd < R’+l-2R(l-d2/2) = 
(R - 1)’ + R#‘, we see that there is a positive number q(R) depending only 
on R so that if 141 <q(R) then IRei@- 11 <2(R- 1). We also impose the 
overall restriction that R d 2. 
From (4.3) and (5) we find that P,(;,e’“) = 1 - 3(n - 1) Hz+ 0(l0[‘) (as 
O-+0). From (4.4) and IRelO-- !I <2(R- 1) WC see that as H-+0, if 
16,I <q(R) (.j= 1. 2 ,..., n). then 
i (Re’“l-- l)P,(z,e’“)=(R-1)0(101’). 
,=I 
lfk 
Here and in the following statements the constants implied by “0” arc 
independent of R and the 6, (they generally depend on the z, and n). Hence 
for small 0, with the d, subject to the earlier restriction, we have 
=Il+(Re”‘-l)P,(z,@)+(R-1)0(~0~‘) 
= R’-6R(n- l)(R-cos6,)H*+(R- l)O(IOI’) 
<R’-6(n-l)(R-l)fI~+(R-l)O(~~~‘). 
This inequality shows that if Ifi, <q(R) (k = 1, 2,..., n), then there is a 
positive constant d independent of such R so that l.f‘(z~&“)t < 1 
(101 <d, OfO) for rl-= 1.2 ,..., n. The constant d is the one referred to in the 
statement of Lemma 1. 
The argument given so far implies that if R > 1 and is near I and the r; 
are near the ak, then (a) and (b) are satisfied. It remains to show that in 
addition, for a suitable positive .sO, (c) also can be fullilled. 
As max, SkGn IRelhk - 1 I + 0, it is clear that locally uniformly .1‘(z) -+ 2. 
Consequently, given r (0 <r < 1) there is an R sulliciently near 1 and a 
positive number cg so that /f(z)1 < 1 when 121 <r provided that 
1%; - a,[ < c0 (k = 1, 2,..., n). With R fixed by also requiring that so < q(R) 
we have If(zk&“)l < 1 (101 <d, 0 # 0). Since .[ is starlike, for each fixed 0, 
I~(&‘)I is an increasing function of p. and thus I.f(~~~r”‘)l < 1 (ltil 6d, 
0 # 0, 0 d p < 1). Therefore If(z)1 < 1 when z E D,,. 
LEMMA 2. Let z, , zx2 ,..., rn he given with a, < x2. .. < rn < r, + 2~. There 
is a positive number tzO so that if Ia; - r,l <q, (k = 1, 2,..., n), then there is a 
.function f analytic and univalent in a for which f(efZk) =ei”i (k = 1, 2,..., n) 
and If(z)1 < 1 when Iz( < 1 and z # e@ (k = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
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Proof Let d be the positive number given by Lemma 1. There is an r 
(0 < r < 1) so that the function, say K, given by Proposition 2 maps A into 
D,, and g(J)c D,, except that g(ei’l)=eJzk (k= 1, 2,..., n). Let h denote 
the function given by Lemma I with E” having the value specified there. It 
follows that .f= h 1. K satisfies the requirements of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let D he a Jordan domain with boundary f and let 0 belong 
to D. Let ,f he the one-to-one conformal map of‘ A onto D btith .f(O) = 0 and 
f’(O) > 0. Suppose that w0 E I‘ and 7 is an open arc oj‘ I‘ hating w,, as an 
interior point. Let L(, he the (unique) point on ?A such that .f(zo) = M’(,. 
Lrt E;. he a Jordan domain containing D and ;’ and, except for ;‘, consisting 
on!,? of‘ points in the exterior of D. Let ,&. he the orw-to-one conformal map qf 
A onto I:‘;. with ,fi.(O) = 0 and/I.(O) > 0. 
Then w haw the ,follow~ing results. 
(a) 1: - f locall?* un~fiwmly in A as diam y -+ 0; 
(b) ij’c>OandF,=;i‘\,(z: 1: - :(,I < t.}, then 1:. - j’unifbrmly in Fr as 
diam y + 0. 
Proof: (a) follows from the Carathtodory kernel theorem [S, see 
p. 291. 
Let C;. = ,/‘? ‘(2). As diam ;’ + 0, j,,( C; ) + it*<, and thus diam C;. -+ 0 by [ 5, 
see Theorem 9.2, p. 2651 and (a) above. 
The function wY = 1’; ’ “1‘ gives a one-to-one conformal map of A into 
itself with s,(O) = 0 and w:,(O) > 0. If diam C, is small, a simple geometric 
argument shows that diam(A\cu;.(A)) = diam C,. Therefore Lemma 6.6 of 
[4] implies that U;.(Z) +z uniformly in A as diamy -+O, since then 
diam C. -+ 0. 
Let i7 be the point in c’;. such thatfi.(z;.) = N’~~. Since D and Ei. are Jordan 
domains, w;. is continuous on ;i; thus o;.(z) + 2 uniformly on A as 
diam 7 + 0. Hence o.,.(zO) = zi. -+ z. as diam 7 + 0. We note that (1);. ’ is 
defined on F, if diamy is sufficiently small, and 0;. ‘(2) + ; uniformly on F,, 
as diam;, + 0. By writing J, -f = [& -f,.“.; ‘1 + [fc. w; ’ -13, we see 
that j;.(z) - f(z) =j,(w ;.I(:)) -./‘(z) w  h enever ZE F,. and this implies (b) 
of Lemma 3 from the relations above. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Suppose that c>O. The functionj;(z) = iz is an analytic, univalent map 
of A onto {z: ]zI < 4). For k = 1, 2 ,..., n consider open arcs of {z: IzI = 4) 
containing 2 = + elZk and attach to {z: ]z] < $} along these arcs domains as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. The attached domains are disjoint and each one lies in 
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FIGURE 1 
d including the boundary except for the arc of ad containing erpi. We keep 
the arcs on (z: /z/ = if sufficiently small and apply Lemma 3 step by step 
to obtain functions f, , fi,..., ,f,,. The function ,fn is a perturbation off0 and 
maps A onto the enlarged domain with erai, @,..., e’%; corresponding to 
eial , eis2 ,..., ei/‘fl, respectively, and 1~; - gkj <E (k = 1, 2,..., n). By the Schwarz 
reflection principle f,, can be analytically continued across dA at each of the 
points e’“r. 
Let g be the function given by Lemma 2, assuming that E is chosen as E” 
of that lemma. If f = ,f, C’ g, then it is not difficult to see that f satisfies all of 
the requirements of Theorem 1. 
6. A POLYNOMIAL SOLUTION 
We next show that there is a polynomial satisfying Theorem 1. The 
argument uses the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that A is a compact set of complex numbers, sk E A 
(k = 1, 2 ,..., n) and j,, j, ,..., j, are non-negative integers. Let f be an analytic 
function on an open set containing A which can be approximated uniformly 
on A by polynomials. Then f can be uniformly approximated on A by 
polynomials p that also satisfy p(““(~~)= f’“)(s,) for m =O, l,..., j, 
(k = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4 in the case jl = j, = . . . = j, = 0 is given 
in [3; see p. 1211, and we use an agument similar to the one there. Effec- 
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tively, we replace the Lagrange interpolation formula by the more general 
Hermite formula. 
Suppose that c > 0. Our assumption implies there is a polynomial p, so 
that l.f‘(z) - p,(z)1 <E when z E A. There is an open set 0 containing A so 
thatJ‘is analytic in 0 and If‘(z)- p,(z)1 <2c (ZE 0). If Z,,E A, then there is 
a positive number 6(:,,) such that (z: 1: -;,,I <S(z,,)) c 0. By applying 
Cauchy’s inequality with respect to the circle I:: 1: -z. = ci(z,,)). we find 
that Ij”k’(z)- $,“‘(-)I < 2”+%‘[6(:,,)]” ’ ’ (A =O, l,...) provided that 
1: - z,~’ < $ii(~~,). With varying z. the disks :z: 1: --- :(,I < $6(z,,)} form an 
open cover of the compact set A. and therefore there is a positive number ci 
so that f’kl(:) .- p’ky -)I < 2k ’ $:b” + ’ I - ‘.’ (A = 0, l,... ) whenever : E A. Hence 
thcrc is a positive number L for which I./“k’(z) - p\“‘(z)1 < I,): when : E A 
and k = 0, I ,..., !V, whcrc h’ = max (,j, .,j? (..., j,,) 
If ;k,,, =,/“““(.s~) .- P:“‘(.F~ ) for tn = 0, I ,..., jk and k = I. 2 ,..., n, then the 
solution to the general Hermite interpolation problem [3, see p. 371 
implies that there is a polynomial p? such that ~$“‘)(.s~) = CA,,,. Since 
IcA,,,I < f-r;. the form of the solution for p? given in [3] shows that there is a 
positive number M. depending only on ck,,, and A. so that 
max,, , j/)?(z)1 < LcM. (The number M can be expressed in terms of the 
maximum modulus over A of the associated biorthogonal polynomials.) 
If p= p, + p?, then p is a polynomial satisfying p”n’(.sI)=,l“‘“‘(.sl) for 
tn = 0, I...., ,iA (k=O. I. 2 ,..., tt). Also if ZE A. then If‘(z)-p(z)1 6 
i.f’(z) - p,(z)1 + Ip?(z)J < (1 + LM) I:. Therefore ,f can be uniformly 
approximated on /I by such interpolating polynomials p. 
Rwturk. One form of Runge’s theorem asserts that if /I is a simply con- 
nected open set (not necessarily connected). j’is analytic on II, and A is a 
compact subset of D, then j‘ can be uniformly approximated on A by 
polynomials [6, p. 1771. Thus if (.sI, j ” IS any finite subset of such a D, then 
Lemma 4 is applicable with A any compact subset of D containing {.sl ) 
(and j,. ,j? ,..., i,, given). 
and (n = 0, I,...). 
Let u(t)) = ~,~=0 (g,, cos nU - \j,, sin n(l). When 0 is real, this series con- 
verges and u(0) = Rej‘(e’“). Let 6 = log(( 1 + R&2). We note that Icos#l Q 
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eiirn41 and [sin& <E i’m4’. It follows that if IIm81 < 6, then la,, cos nU -/j,, 
sin nO\ d 2MfP, where p = (1 + R,)/2R,. Since 0 < p < 1 this shows that the 
series for u(O) converges uniformly in { 0: IIm 01 6 S }. Hence u is analytic in 
the strip (0: lImO1 <fi}. The estimate above also shows that if lImOI ~6, 
then lu(O)( d C,‘- o 2Mp” = 2M/( I - p). 
We can treat u(O) = x;-. (r,, sin ntl+ fi,, cos nfl) in a similar way. This 
shows that L’ can be extended analytically to the strip (0: 1ImQ < 6) and 
It;(O)] <2Mj( I -p) there. We also note that if 0 is real, then a(O) = 
Imf(e’“). 
If 0 is real, then F(O) = u’(O) + c2(0), and thus u2 + L” gives the analytic 
extension of F. Also, if IImOl < 6 then IF(H)1 < N, where N= 8M”/( I -p)‘. 
THEOREM 2. !f‘ r,<r2< ... <r,,<x,+2n and ii, <j12< ... </I,< 
/I, + 2n, then there is a polynomialf’ that is uniculent in ;i and sati.$cJs (I ) 
and (2). 
ProoJ Let K be the function given by Theorem I. The argument there 
shows that g’(z) #O (I-1 d I); hence there is a number R, with R, > I such 
that g is analytic and univalent in (2: (z( < R, ). 
Choose R, so that 1 <R,<R, and let M=max,,,.,l Ig(z)I. Lemma5 
implies that the function G, defined by G(O) = I g(e’“)l’ for real 0. can bc 
extended analytically to S, = (0: lImOI < 6,) with S, >O and IG(O)l f N, 
when OES,. If (I, is real and G(O)=C,‘=,,h,(O- (I,,)’ (IO- 0,~ <n‘,), then 
‘I 
G‘(e) du 
+5Fi c.(e-f~,,)~+~ 3 
where C is the circle (0: 10 - fl,l = S’, } and S’, = id,. It follows that lh,l < 
N,/(6’,)’ (,j=O, I ,... ). Therefore, if IO- O,,I 6 46’,, then 
“,f I 
2 N, 
= ____ 10 - e,,r 
sy 
(m=O, l,...). 
Since Ig(P’)( = I and Ig(e’“)( < 1 for some real 8, the power series 
expansion for G about rk begins 
G(O) = 1 + c,(B - a# + . . . . (8) 
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where ck < 0 and j, is a positive even integer. Let T, denote the function 
equal to the remaining terms in (8). The estimate in the previous paragraph 
implies that if IO-rx,[ 6 as,, then 
Given r:>O, there is a polynomial p, such that [R(Z)- p,(z)1 <I: 
(1-I 6 R,). (A partial sum of the power series for g can be taken.) Lemma 4 
implies that there is a polynomial p such that Ig(:) - p(z)1 <I: (I-1 6 Rz) 
and p”“‘(zk) = g”“‘(zk), where z/i = C’, m = 0, I ,..., jk and k = I, 2 ,..., n. 
Henceforth we assume that c < 1. Then max,,, $ u? IP( d M + I. We can 
apply Lemma 5 to the function H which is defined by H(O) = Ip( for 
real 0. We obtain posit& numbers ci, and N,-also only depending on Rz 
and M and in particular twf on p- such that if is analytic in S, = (0: 
lImOI <ci,) and IH( < Nz when UES,. 
When 0 is real, u(0) = Re ~(c’“), u’(0) = Rc (k”‘g’(e’“) ), and a simple 
inductive argument shows that u”“(0) depends only on g(P), 
g’(c”‘),..., g”‘(&“)? and 0. The same assertion holds for ~‘~‘((1). where ~(0) = 
Im g( P”‘). Therefore G’” ‘( 0) dcpcnds only on K( c”‘), K’( c”‘),..., g”( ‘(P’“), and 0, 
when 0 is real (k =O. I....). This implies that c-k in (8) depends only on 
I, I’,..., K”~‘(:~), and zL. The interpolation property of p then shows 
that the power series expansion of H about r/, also begins 
H(W) = I + ~~(0 - Q)“ + . . . . (10) 
Let U, denote the function equal to the remaining terms in (10). Let 
S=S,nS? and N=N,+N:. If HES then IG(8)-H(U)I<IG(O)I+ 
/H(O)1 Q N. Thus 17’k(S)- C:,(O)1 = IG((I)- H(O)1 <N when 0~s. The zero 
of T, - c’, at rk is of order jk + 1 at least, and thus an application of the 
Maximum Modulus Theorem yields I T,(O) - U,(O)l 6 N( 10 - rkl/6)'A + I, 
where S = min(d,, d,) and 10 - ~~1 <S. Combining this inequality and (9) 
we deduce that if 10 - r,l 6 :S, then 
This proves that there are positive numbers P and 6,). independent of p, 
such that 
IU,(U)I< P. IO--t(kl'* ' (11) 
for all (1 in the disk { 0: lo--r,l <6,,). 
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Since ck < 0 and j, is an even integer we see that (10) and (11) imply the 
following result: there is an interval of real numbers I, = { 0: It) - zkl < ck} 
(Ed > O), inlicp~n&nt (?/‘p. such that (p(e’“)l < I when OE I, and U # zk. If 
B= {e”: OE I, for some kJ and E= ?A’,,B, then max,< E Ig(z)I < I. Thus 
maxTCL Ip( < I for sulicicntly small C. As K is univalent in {z: 121 < R, ), p 
is univalent in (2: 21 6 R,) for sufficiently small I:. This provides a 
polynomial p having the required properties of Theorem 2. 
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